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This article expresses the conditions for over half a century in the past and the possibilities of vital-
ization for the future about ?economic education? in Social Studies and Civics. Japan as a great economic 
power through high economic growth needed the development of human resources who were able to 
cope with domestic and foreign economic problems. Under these circumstances, people and educational 
institutions concerned in Social Studies and Civics have recognized the necessities of research and prac-
tices about ?economic education.? But looking back on the conditions of ?economic education? in the 
past half century, many problems are recognized in terms of educational ?aims,? contents? and ?meth-
od.? Even though more severe economic circumstances are expected from now on, building a sustainable 
developed society is needed more than anything else.
It is an urgent necessity for children, who must live in the era mentioned above in future, to develop 
the economic decision-making ability to solve various kinds of economic problems for the purpose of 
building a sustainable developed society through ?economic education.? In the field of education, ?eco-
nomic education? has had a negative character because it is regarded as ?moneymaking? which is not 
compatible with ?ethics? and ?morality? on which school education has placed emphasis ever since.
Possibilities of vitalizing ?economic education? are viewed from two points. One is how to ?respond 
to the reformed vote the Japanese get at 18 now by showing the essence of Social Studies and Civics.? The 
other is how to ?respond to the present international crisis for Japan caused by the neighbor countries? 
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